Accommodating IOLs with a smooth rear lens capsule:
a minor operation leading to better vision thanks to
OPHTEC’s Capsular Tension Ring

erik mertens has worked as an ophthalmologist in antwerp for 15 years. during a recent
study into accommodating iols for a major manufacturer of lenses, he discovered that
tensing the rear lens capsule and stabilizing the lens bag by means of ophtec’s capsular
tension ring leads to better, predictable results. both rear and distant vision for the patient
are improved in this way. mertens: ‘the excellent results compensate for the extra operation
and costs.’ By Marij Thiecke
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Strong capsular bag
Mertens: ‘I’ve been working together with
a large manufacturer of lenses since 2000.
One problem that often occurs when lenses are
implanted is that the lens decentres because
the capsular bag shrinks asymmetrically or
lifts after the natural lens has been removed.
This reduces the quality of the patient’s
vision. From the patient’s point of view, the
operation has “failed”. During my research
into accommodating IOLs, I discovered that
OPHTEC’s CTRs in particular help to ensure
that the capsular bag remains centred,
leading to better vision and less aftercare
treatment. Three other types of CTR were
not always fitted successfully, which meant
that the CTR had to be removed. In that
case they usually had not developed fully
or optimally. So, there’s something in the
production process of OPHTEC’s CTR that
makes it ideal. I’d like to find out the exact
ingredients for this CTR, but I realize that
this is OPHTEC’s secret.’

All non-monofocal operations
Mertens continues: ‘I now use the OPHTEC
CTR for all non-monofocal operations (in
other words, for premium IOLs), because of
the predictability and the better result that
is achieved. When calculating the formula
for the perfect fitting of the lens, there’s
always a factor of uncertainty. That factor
is reduced by means of a simple procedure:
by tensing the rear of the lens bag, the lens
will be less likely to move. There’s better
contact between the implant lens and the
rear of the lens bag.’
Extra operation
‘A reason for not using CTR - the operation
is not common practice - would be that it
involves an extra operation, during which
part of the eye, such as the lens bag, could
be damaged. Another reason would be that
the additional costs don’t justify the operation.
I disagree with those arguments.
A ‘failed’ decentred lens is often followed by
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a second operation, which is equally invasive,
or the patient reverts to glasses.
So that also leads to an additional medical
intervention, or the patient has to return,
after all, to wearing glasses. A 2-minute
job with the supplied injector makes it a
smooth procedure which I would fully
recommend to ophthalmologists.’

